CONTENT-LANGUAGE INTEGRATED LEARNING IN THE CONTEXT OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

The conditions of formation of content-language integrated learning (CLIL) have been characterized with a number of theoretical and methodological factors, that have influenced the process of development from different perspectives. The origin of CLIL is connected with the prior methodological approach to second language acquisition – content based language instruction. It has been established with aim to reduce the gap in knowledge of English learners between spoken everyday English and Academic language. The reflection of the psycholinguistic views in CBI led to adoption of concepts of comprehensive output, input hypothesis and proximal zone of development in its subsidiary method (CLIL). Besides this, another methodology affecting formation of content-language integrated learning, known as “English for special purposes”, is also contextualized by specialty content, and they share common goals of learning. However, ESP keeps its focus on language, not content. The comparative analysis of CBI and ESP key features reveals the theoretical and methodological conditions of CLIL formation.

The modified variations of CLIL approach, applied all over Europe like Bilingual Content Teaching, Bilingual Subject Teaching or Content-Based Language Teaching, relied on a common concept of learning a foreign language with a shift of focus from the language itself to the content expressed in this language. The bilingual model of education in European countries adopted the provisions of content-language integrated learning methods at the mainstream level in school education in France, Ireland, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, the Czech Republic, and it has been partially implemented within pilot projects in the UK, Spain, Germany, Italy and Sweden. The method was strongly supported by policy of the European Union and European Commission with an aim of promotion of language learning and linguistic diversity. The support of the European language policy and ideology was reflected in a number of projects launched in order to promote methods based on international cooperation, such as “Content and Language Integrated Learning in Germany” (CLILiG), as well as with the support of the Council of Europe “CLIL Quality Matrix” (2004) and the European Regional Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students (ERASMUS).
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Ukrainian methodologists combine the content of foreign language teaching materials and other subjects, either Natural Sciences, Mathematics in primary and secondary education, Humanities – in senior school or they integrate specialty and foreign language teaching on a procedural basis in higher education. Instead, in the traditional Western Methodology integrated language learning (content based language teaching – CBLT, content based language instructions – CBI, sheltered instruction observation protocol – SIOP, English-medium instruction – EMI) is organized according to J. Crandall [4], W. Grabe & F. L. Stoller [17], F. L. Stoller [37], D. J. Short [35], M. A. Snow [36], D. M. Brinton, M. A. Snow, M. Wesche [1] by providing instructions in English at classes of other school subjects, i.e. a foreign language is both a means of learning and an environment for studying content of subjects included in the general education or professional cycle of disciplines. Initially, the approach was designed to overcome the difference in the cost of time and effort of students to study Academic English as a foreign language compared to CBI, sheltered instruction – EMI.

Separation of CLIL methodology from CBI is associated with the widespread European use of CLIL and, consequently, development of numerous approaches to adapting the methodology to the needs of secondary and higher education institutions in every country, however, a number of researchers [1; 2; 28; 38; 40; 9; 8] still admit common goals of the both approaches of integrated language learning.

The research paper objective is to reveal the theoretical and methodological factors that influenced formation of content-language integrated learning in the context of European integration.

Various aspects of the methodology have been revealed in fundamental studies by D. March & J. Masih [27], D. Harter (2012), D. Wolff [45, 46], K. Papaja [32], P. Calvé, J. Cummins [6], G. Fruhaufer, D. Coyle., I. Christ. [16], M. Candelier (2004), P. Mehisto, D. March D., M. J. Fligol [31], D. Coyle [3, 2], M. A. Snow [36], N. Mäsch [30]. Besides, the issues of CLIL organizational models, maintenance the balance between content of subject taught or language learning have been addressed in works by P. Van de Craen, K. Mondt, L. Allain & Y. B. Gao [43], M. Pavesi, D. Bertocchi, M. Hofmannová & M. Kazianka [33], R. Lyster [24, 25], C. Dalton-Puffer [9], D. Marsh, G. Langé [29] and others.

Essential contribution has been made by A. Llinares, T. Morton, R. Whittaker [22], R. Lyster [24, 25], F. Lorenzo [23] in exploration of aspects of counterbalance approach to integrated learning, language and content learning and assessment, the use of language at the lexical-semantic, morpho-
syntactic and genre levels, as well as typical examples of communication patterns of students (interaction patterns) and teacher (scaffolding, corrective feedback; recast, prompt, explicit correction) in the learning process. The potential of socio-cultural strategies in the language integrated learning for the sake of development in students of the tolerance in the intercultural communication has been revealed in works by J. P. Lantolf and G. Sunderman [21].

Psycholinguistic grounds of the methodology are related to the prior language learning integrated approach, which CLIL took its origins from – the CBI method. Content based language instruction was based on the postulates from the theory of Second Language Acquisition revealing effectiveness of learning foreign language through its conscious use and communication in the process of learning; the concept of the zone of proximal development, internal speech and learning tasks, as well as popular hypotheses of the early 80’s of the twentieth century; “comprehensible output” (CO) by M. Swain [39] and “input hypothesis” by S. Krashen [20]. The importance of a comprehensible output [35: 4240] is related to “the student’s ability to express their ideas, practice the use of academic language, develop automatisms and get feedback”. Technologies of using language clichés, structured conversation can direct speaking activity of students, in particular, their utterances. Operating academic vocabulary, developing awareness of learning strategies contributes to formation of literacy in a chosen subject by means of English communication in the integrated learning process of language acquisition and processing of the content.

The other factor that influenced the formation of methods of English language integrated teaching from the point of view of Psycholinguistics, is represented by the hypothesis of “input hypothesis” (also “monitor model”) by S. Krashen [20]. Acquiring proficiency in foreign language communication, according to the scientist, is more effective if the student understands the input statement, which is slightly more difficult than his current level of language proficiency, this level is denoted as “i + 1”, where “i” means input statement, and “+1” – the next level of difficulty. In addition to promotion of the ideas of advanced learning, the scientist studied the role of emotional background (affective filter hypothesis), the influence of individual characteristics of the student on the sequence of learning a foreign language (natural order hypothesis), the dependence of spontaneous speech on conscious learning or unconscious language acquisition. S. Krashen’s hypotheses influenced the development of language education, in particular, they encouraged various models of language integrated learning involving subject content. The most widespread ones nowadays are considered to be the methods of immersion, either sheltered or partial, adjunct learning, theme-based learning, content-language integrated learning (CLIL), language across the curriculum (LAC), teaching English for specific purposes (ESP).

The methodology of content-language integrated learning with its double focus on both the language and the content of the chosen discipline was developed approximately about thirty years later after the introduction of traditional English for Special Purposes (ESP) in the 1960’s, and despite its affiliation with the CBI, it has many factors in common with ESP that influenced its formation. In particular, according to A. Johns [19], it is a combination of context and practical application requirements for teaching English; while CBI is associated with English as Second Language (ESL), CLIL and ESP are associated with foreign language learning, i.e. English, which is studied for international communication in accordance with globalization trends in economy. However, the ESP methodology focuses on solving language problems, therefore it involves learning English to communicate in specific (professionally oriented) situations, so modern methodologists [34; 41] follow a tendency to place CLIL and ESP in opposite sides of the continuum of integration of specialty content and language learning. To understand the process of formation of subject-language integrated learning, it is necessary to consider the key features of the approach in comparing existing CBI and ESP methods [41: 150], taking into account their impact on the formation of CLIL conceptual frameworks. The comparative analysis has been carried out taking to consideration the main characteristics of the three methods, which are presented in the Table. 1. Key features of CBI, CLIL and ESP.
### Key features of CBI, CLIL and ESP (source: M. Tzoannopoulou 2015: 150)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBI (Grabe &amp; Stoller, 1997)</th>
<th>CLIL (CLIL Compendium, 2001; Coyle, Hood &amp; Marsh 2010)</th>
<th>ESP (Dudley-Evans &amp; St John, 1998)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to incidental language results in the learning of content. Language is comprehensible, linked to previous learning and relevant to students’ needs. Input is contextualized and integrated in relevant discourse contexts. Content instruction integrated with explicit language instruction in a relevant and purposeful context. Learners use prior knowledge and expertise to learn additional language and content material. Generation of increased motivation arising from successful learning. Support from instructional approaches: co-operative learning, apprenticeship learning, experiential learning, project based learning, task-based learning (which facilitates strategy-instruction). Flexibility and adaptability in curriculum design and activity sequences Increase in student-centered classroom activities.</td>
<td>A dual-focused approach in which an additional language is used for the learning and teaching of both content and language. Successful content learning through another language entails careful reflection on the use of language and on teaching methodologies which should include output and interaction. Using language leads to communication and learning. Language is used in authentic situations; scaffolding occasionally needed. Develops thinking skills; challenges learners cognitively. Fosters international understanding through learning about other cultures in another language. Develops oral communication skills. Methods and forms of classroom practice are diversified.</td>
<td>Designed to meet specific learner needs. Makes use of the underlying methodology and activities of the disciplines and professions it serves. Depends on the language (grammar, lexis, register), skills, discourse and genre relevant to these activities. May be related to or specifically designed for specific scientific fields. May use a different methodology than that of general English. Designed mostly for adult learners either at a higher institution or professional settings. Generally, assumes basic knowledge of the target language system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the term Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) covers several similar approaches applied in Europe, involving the teaching of the content of non-language subjects in foreign language, such as Bilingual Content Teaching, Bilingual Subject Teaching or Content-Based Language Teaching. They rely on a common concept of learning a foreign language with a shift of focus from the language itself to the content expressed in this language [45: 211; 32: 2–3].
The emergent conceptualisation of Content and Language Integrated Learning as a European construct is in D. Coyle’s [3] view deeply significant in terms of the European Commission’s Language Objectives with regard to understanding of the diverse nature of the operational demands required to integrate language and subject learning in different European contexts. Diversity in details of learning and teaching objectives and outcomes doesn’t contradict the constancy of the aims of CLIL: “that students should be given opportunities to learn subject matter or content effectively through the medium of a European language which would not be considered as the usual language for subject instruction in their regular curriculum; that students should be given opportunities to use language/s in a variety of settings and contexts in order to enable them to operate successfully in a plurilingual and pluricultural Europe; that young people need support in developing specific and appropriate inter-cultural as well as linguistic knowledge skills and strategies, in order to function as autonomous mobile European citizens[3: 27].

The historical circumstances of the emergence of the methodology of content-language integrated learning were regions rich in linguistic diversity due to the presence of minorities, proximity to borders with another country or the functioning of two or more official languages. For example, the French-speaking environment of Quebec in Canada caused English-speaking parents to encourage local authorities to implement language immersion programs to teach their English-speaking children the content of school subjects in French [15; 31; 32]. Efficiency of French-language immersion programs in Canada has contributed to the growth of scientific interest, a number of experimental studies in this field and, consequently, the development of different approaches to teaching that reflect the diversity of linguistic and learning environments and learning targets. According to N. Mäsch [30] and later J. Iluk [18] political changes in Germany and France in the 1960’s led to the introduction of a bilingual model of education, which promoted development of linguistic and cultural partnerships between the countries.

At the initiative of the European Union in the 80-90s of the twentieth century in the Netherlands [16] and Finland [27] English-language immersion education programs were introduced as part of government support for bilingual education (“Widening Our Horizons”, 1991 [44]). In the UK, on the other hand, scholars [3; 42] expressed a strong concern about the condition of bilingual education in the United Kingdom because minority languages (Welsh Gaelic and Scottish Gaelic) were ignored while the only foreign language officially learnt at schools was French. In general, according to the Eurydice educational network [12; 14; 14], the provisions of content-language integrated learning methods have been adopted at the level of mainstream of school education in France, Ireland, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, the Czech Republic, and it has been partially implemented in frames of pilot projects in the UK, Spain, Germany, Italy and Sweden.

According to C. Dalton-Puffer, A. Llinares, F. Lorenzo, T. Nikula [10: 214], the exclusive affiliation of CLIL to the European space is determined by the support of the European language policy and ideology and, in turn, content-language integrated learning implements this policy at the local and regional levels. For the sake of clarity, the simultaneous spontaneous trend towards CLIL initiatives has been reported at the teacher and parent level in many places across the European continent.

The CLIL methodology was discussed for the first time as a conceptual one at the meeting of EU representatives in 2000 relatively the objectives set by the European Commission in the document “Action Plan 2004–2006 – Promoting Language Learning Linguistic Diversity”. The European Commission [13: 23] considered the communicative methodology of integrated language learning as a means to achieve the goal set before every EU country to provide its citizens with the opportunity to learn at least two foreign languages in addition to their native language. This support was later reflected in recommendations in the Progress Report 2004 to summarize the provisions of content-language integrated learning by setting standards for teacher qualifications and the provision of appropriate teaching materials.

In addition, according to K. Papaja [32; 14], in her research of the preconditions for the development of CLIL in the context of European integration, the European Commission has launched a number of projects aimed at supporting methods based on international cooperation, such as CLILiG, as well as with the support of the Council of Europe “CLIL Quality Matrix” [46]. The leading driving force behind the CLIL methodology is linked to the European Regional Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students (ERASMUS) and its successful project in 2014 –
Erasmus Plus [11]. The results of the review of European CLIL practice [26] reported about the widespread application of the program on a monolingual, bilingual and multilingual basis depending on social context factors (language choice, age and level of competence of students).

The potential of CLIL has been reported by D. Coyle [3] to support and develop plurilingual and pluricultural competence in future citizens, with ongoing exploration how it might function better at regional, national and European levels. Overall the researcher believes “that beyond this initial threshold, the next stage is to ‘mainstream’ CLIL so that more learners become participants in effective learning communities and that such experiences will become an entitlement during compulsory education extending to vocational, work and recreational contexts. CLIL will then be cast as a core component of the European Languages Portfolio” [3: 27].

Development of the main provisions of content-language integrated learning was affected by a wide range of factors of theoretical and methodological character. The conceptual framework of CLIL derived from CBL, in particular it is based on the adopted in SLA principles of proximal zone of development, internal speech and learning tasks, as well as, the psycholinguistic postulate of CO (M. Swain) and hypothesis of “input+1” (S. Krashen). The influence of the earlier established integrated language learning methods of CBI and ESP resulted in accumulation of a number of common features alongside with formation of a strong shift toward a focus on the subject content, not the language itself. Besides, consistency and stability of support from the European language policy has been incorporated in multiple European Commission official recommendations [11; 12; 13; 14] relatively bilingual education and a number of successful EU projects, that were launched with aim of international cooperation and linguistic diversity promotion, resulted in widespread European application of CLIL models as mainstream in language education.

The prospects of the further research in the field of integration in language learning are determined by necessity to focus on the issue of adaptation of CLIL to the conditions of study at non-linguistic higher education establishments in Ukraine. It implies analysis of the main research findings in works of the Ukrainian methodologists interested in content-language integrated learning, taking to account the strong and weak points of the existing organizational models alongside with development of the original integral methodological system of integrated learning of professionally oriented English communication for the future specialists, in particular, journalists.
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ВИКОРИСТАННЯ BYOD-ТЕХНОЛОГІЇ У ПРОЦЕСІ УДОСКОНАЛЕННЯ ЛЕКСИКОГРАФІЧНОЇ КОМПЕТЕНТНОСТІ МАЙБУТНІХ УЧИТЕЛІВ ПОЧАТКОВОЇ ШКОЛИ

Окреслена важливість упровадження інноваційних освіtitних технологій у практику закладів вищої освіти. З’ясовано сутність понять «мобільне навчання», «BYOD-технології». Відзначено, що створення мобільного освітнього середовища належить до компетентнісно орієнтованих технологій. Охарактеризовано переваги мобільного навчання стосовно інших інноваційних технологій. Проаналізовано зміст і структуру поняття «лексикографічна компетентність» у науково-педагогічній літературі, запропоновано власне тлумачення цього терміна. Виділено компоненти лексикографічної компетентності: лексикографічні знання (знання типів словників і їхнього призначення, принципів побудови словникової статті, основних праць із лексикографії та їхніх авторів та ін.); лексикографічні уміння (уміння користуватися словниками різних типів; знаходити і вилучати необхідну інформацію; збагачувати лексикографічний портрет слова граматичною та стилістичною інформацією, яка міститься у примітках, скороченнях й ін.); лексикографічні навички (робота зі збирання
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